MRI-Based Medial Axis Extraction and Boundary Segmentation of Cranial Nerves Through Discrete Deformable 3D Contour and Surface Models.
This paper presents a segmentation technique to identify the medial axis and the boundary of cranial nerves. We utilize a 3-D deformable one-simplex discrete contour model to extract the medial axis of each cranial nerve. This contour model represents a collection of two-connected vertices linked by edges, where vertex position is determined by a Newtonian expression for vertex kinematics featuring internal and external forces, the latter of which include attractive forces toward the nerve medial axis. We exploit multiscale vesselness filtering and minimal path techniques in the medial axis extraction method, which also computes a radius estimate along the path. Once we have the medial axis and the radius function of a nerve, we identify the nerve surface using a two-simplex deformable model, which expands radially and can accommodate any nerve shape. As a result, the method proposed here combines the benefits of explicit contour and surface models, while also achieving a cornerstone for future work that will emphasize shape statistics, static collision with other critical structures, and tree-shape analysis.